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Library of Congress Subject Headings
A guide for parents and educators to sharing the enduring
ideas of the biggest minds throughout the centuries—from
Plato to Jane Addams—with the "littlest" minds. Children are
no strangers to cruelty and courage, to love and to loss, and
in this unique book teacher and educational consultant
Marietta McCarty reveals that they are, in fact, natural
philosophers. Drawing on a program she has honed in
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schools around the country over the last fifteen years, Little
Big Minds guides parents and educators in introducing
philosophy to K-8 children in order to develop their critical
thinking, deepen their appreciation for others, and brace them
for the philosophical quandaries that lurk in all of our lives,
young or old. Arranged according to themes-including
prejudice, compassion, and death-and featuring the work of
philosophers from Plato and Socrates to the Dalai Lama and
Martin Luther King Jr., this step-by-step guide to teaching kids
how to think philosophically is full of excellent discussion
questions, teaching tips, and group exercises.

Custer and the Little Big Horn
Little Big Man
Happy Fourteen; My little - big family - Book # 1
Little Kids First Big Book of Why
Noting that the documents pertaining to the Battle of the Little
Big Horn are often garbled in editing and quoted out of
context, Loyd J. Overfield set out to compile the original
orders, letters, and telegrams that put a great fighting
machine into motion and soon conveyed the shock of its
destruction. Far more readable than today's official
documents, they carry the sound of individual voices and
clearly state the circumstances surrounding Custer's fall. The
communications of this collection begin with Custer's
successful plea to President Grant, who in a fit of pique had
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originally forbidden him to join his regiment in fighting the
hostile Indians. A series of carefully spelled-out field orders is
followed by a letter from Major Marcus Reno asking for
medical aid for his wounded men after two days of fighting.
Included are dispatches from Reno, Gen. Alfred H. Terry, Col.
John Gibbon, Capt. Frederick Benteen, and Capt. E.W.
Smith. The rosters of officers and enlisted men who fought at
the Little Big Horn will be of interest to Custer buffs and
historians and also to family genealogists trying to trace
ancestors who made history there. Overfield has provided
primary sources that amount to a detailed postmortem of
events from participants only too aware that history would ask
questions.

The Akiba Labyrinth: A Little Trip with My Little
Big
Edgewood is many houses, all put inside each other, or
across each other. It's filled with and surrounded by mystery
and enchantment: the further in you go, the bigger it gets.
Smoky Barnable, who has fallen in love with Daily Alice
Drinkwater, comes to Edgewood, her family home, where he
finds himself drawn into a world of magical strangeness.
Crowley's work has a special alchemy - mixing the world we
know with an imagined world which seems more true and
real. Winner of the WORLD FANTASY AWARD, LITTLE, BIG
is eloquent, sensual, funny and unforgettable, a true Fantasy
Masterwork. Winner of the WORLD FANTASY AWARD FOR
BEST NOVEL, 1982.

Ab-sa-ra-ka, Land of Massacre: Being the
Experience of an Officer's Wife on the Plains
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The Little Big Man shows what it's like for a child to wear his
father's shoes, to grow up and assume adult responsibilities.
Tagore's magic exercised one more time, with this one.
Through the eyes of a child, a poetic ideal!

The Little Big Horn, 1876
Little Big World
Little Big
The best-selling author of Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
provides a critical account of the events leading up to the
massacre of the 7th Calvary at the Little Big Horn as told from
the diverse viewpoints of the participants in the battle.
Reprint.

Thompson's Narrative of the Little Big Horn
A professor of economic history discusses why he believes
the Gross Domestic Product, a measure of output, should not
be the sole indicator of economic performance and outlines a
way to develop smarter measurements and goals.

2020 Little Big Cats
"This biographical dictionary contains a description of the
Battle of Little Big Horn of 1876-77 and information on the
Indian tribes, their customs and methods of fighting.
Appendices list the soldiers units, uniforms and equipment of
the Seventh Cavalry, listings of scouts and number of Indians
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in the encampments, the location of camps, and
more"--Provided by publisher.

Little, Big
Ben's Little Big Adventure describes a small boy's quest for a
midnight snack. Only trouble is, everything in his room seems
to have scaled up to the proportions of the earth's great
wonders, including the furniture and even his cat. If only
Ben's toy helicopters, cranes and hot air balloon had real
engines, for they would make his quest a little easier. With so
much to climb and navigate, will Ben ever find his way to his
prized biscuits and jam?Ben's adventure begins as
follows:Everyone knew about Ben's fad. In fact, Christmases
and birthdays were filled with the same gifts: toy models that
in real life could travel further and faster than Ben ever could.
Ben thought they were magic for their engines could do the
impossible: cars that could break the sound barrier, boats that
could traverse the oceans and other great wonders like
planes, steamboats, lorries rockets and trains. Not forgetting
motorbikes, airships, gliders, fire engines, liners, cranes,
tanks, trucks and shuttles. Oh, yes, and helicopters as well.
How Ben loved these magic machines with their wondrous
engines. He imagined flying in them, diving in them, scooting
in them and floating in them. But if only they were real Ben
played with his toy models all afternoon. He'd aquaplaned
over the Everglades, go-karted across the Sahara and quadbiked over the Prairies. He'd even drifted over the icecaps.
But no adventure would be fun on an empty stomach and
Ben's needed a snack. There was only one problem: his bed
seemed to have grown. And his lamp. His shelves too. In fact
everything, Ted and all.A fun picture book for children ages
between 3 and 7 which include lots of full colour illustrations
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completed in oils.Book's statistics: 8x0in, 900 words approx
and 32 pages full of colour illustrations. Also available on
Kindle.

The Adventures of Little Big-Foot
THE LITTLE BIG BOOK FOR DADS, Welcome's companion
to the best-selling THE LITTLE BIG BOOK FOR MOMS, is a
treasure trove piled high with stories, fairy tales, poetry,
activities, recipes, and songs - all selected with the dad in
mind. Featuring text by authors as diverse, funny, and
profound as Bill Cosby, Shel Silverstein, Ogden Nash, and
Dr. Seuss, and illustrated throughout with early twentiethcentury art from artists including Jessie Willcox Smith and
Kate Greenway, THE LITTLE BIG BOOK FOR DADS makes
for a special reading experience to be shared between dad
and a little one. Additionally, there are lots of activities to
while away the hours together, including making sandcastles
and identification games; jokes, riddles, and great tongue
twisters to laugh over; and even some fun stuff to try in the
kitchen with the kids, like mac and cheese, sloppy joes, and
chicken fingers. All in all, it's a book dads - and moms, too will love and appreciate.

Showdown at Little Big Horn
Provides answers to commonly asked questions such as
"Why does my skin wrinkle in the tub?" and "Why do we see
a rainbow?"

Little Big Girls
Jeffrey Hammond’s Little Big World: Collecting Louis Marx
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and the American Fifties is the story of a middle-aged man’s
sudden compulsion to collect the toys of his childhood:
specifically themed playsets produced by the Louis Marx Toy
Company. Hammond never made a conscious decision to
become a collector of any kind, so he was surprised when his
occasional visits to web sites turned into hours spent gazing
at, and then impulsively purchasing, the tiny plastic people
and animals in the Civil War set, the Fort Apache set, Roy
Rogers Ranch, and Happi-Time Farm—just a few of the
dozens of playsets the Marx Company produced. Hammond
interweaves childhood memories with reflections on what they
reveal about the culture and values of cold war America,
offering an extended meditation on toys as powerful catalysts
for the imagination of both children and adults. Never
sentimentalizing his childhood in an effort to get his old toys
back, Hammond exposes the dangers of nostalgia by casting
an unsettling light on the culture of the fifties and the era’s
lasting impact on those who grew up in it. Writing in a lovably
quirky voice, Hammond not only attempts to understand his
personal connection to the Marx toys but also examines the
psychology of his fellow eBay denizens. In this warm, funny,
and contemplative work, the reader encounters an online
community of serious adult collectors who, as the author
suspects, are driven to obsession by middle-aged nostalgia.
When Hammond questions this preoccupation with the past,
he comes to realize that his own collecting has prevented him
from moving forward. With this insight, he offers an insider’s
take on the culture and psychology of collecting.

Little Big Books
Of the three surgeons who accompanied Custer’s Seventh
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year-old Henry Porter, survived that day’s ordeal, riding
through a gauntlet of Indian attackers and up the steep bluffs
to Major Marcus Reno’s hilltop position. But the story of Dr.
Porter’s wartime exploits goes far beyond the battle itself. In
this compelling narrative of military endurance and medical
ingenuity, Joan Nabseth Stevenson opens a new window on
the Battle of the Little Big Horn by re-creating the desperate
struggle for survival during the fight and in its wake. As
Stevenson recounts in gripping detail, Porter’s life-saving
work on the battlefield began immediately, as he assumed
the care of nearly sixty soldiers and two Indian scouts,
attending to wounds and performing surgeries and
amputations. He evacuated the critically wounded soldiers on
mules and hand litters, embarking on a hazardous trek of
fifteen miles that required two river crossings, the scaling of a
steep cliff, and a treacherous descent into the safety of the
steamboat Far West, waiting at the mouth of the Little Big
Horn River. There began a harrowing 700-mile journey along
the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers to the post hospital at
Fort Abraham Lincoln near Bismarck, Dakota Territory. With
its new insights into the role and function of the army medical
corps and the evolution of battlefield medicine, this unusual
book will take its place both as a contribution to the history of
the Great Sioux War and alongside such vivid historical
novels as Son of the Morning Star and Little Big Man. It will
also ensure that the selfless deeds of a lone “contract”
surgeon—unrecognized to this day by the U.S.
government—will never be forgotten.

The Little Big Book for Grandmothers
The Little Big Number
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First published in 1926 and respected ever since for its
measured view of the most famous battle in the American
West, The Story of the Little Big Horn asks questions that are
still being debated. What were the causes of the debacle that
wiped out Custer?s command? Was it due to lack of a definite
battle plan? To lack of correct information about the number,
organization, and equipment of the Indians? To Custer?s hotheadedness and thirst for glory? To Reno?s alleged
cowardice? To Benteen?s delay in providing reinforcement?
In his factual but dramatic account, W. A. Graham suggests
that an awesome concatenation of attitudes and
circumstances ensured the defeat of the Seventh Cavalry. On
that Sunday in June 1876, the Indians were simply better
(though not braver) soldiers.

Little Big Men
What a Beautiful Sky!, Little Big Book Level K
Unit 3 Book 15
Little Big Minds
The Little Big Man
Little Big Kids, for Ages 3-5
The battle that unfolded at the Little Big Horn River on June
25, 1876, marked a watershed in the history of the Plains
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Indians. While a stunning victory for the Sioux and Cheyenne
peoples, it initiated a new and vigorous effort by the U.S.
government to rid the west of marauding tribes and to realize
the ideal of “Manifest Destiny.” While thousands of books
and articles have covered different aspects of the battle, few
if any have analyzed the tactics and chronology to arrive at a
satisfactory explanation of what befell George Armstrong
Custer and the 209 men who died alongside him. This volume
seeks to explain the circumstances culminating in the neardestruction of the 7th Cavalry Regiment by a close
examination of timing, setting every event to a specific
moment based on accounts of the battle’s participants.

A Lakota War Book from the Little Big Horn
This is a story about an adventurous fish named Blue. He is
the biggest fish in a small pond. He leaves the safety and
comfort of his pond to explore the world around him on a
quest to find out if he is the biggest fish ever.

Ben's Little Big Adventure
Happy Fourteen is a delightful collection of ten journeys. With
comforting simplicity and gentle rhythms, Donna Brooks,
celebrates the unconditional love between children and little
puppies. As the pages turn and the landscapes evolve from
forest to the moon, this is an enchanting gift that will warm
children's hearts. This ten book collection of puppy tales is
designed to make learning beautifully landscaped material
entertaining for children.

Little Big Love
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If you or anyone you care about has had a miscarriage, this
book is for you. 1 in 4 women will have a miscarriage in their
lifetime. Despite its prevalence and the devastating
consequences a miscarriage can have on a woman and her
family, the topic is practically taboo in many cultures. Women
feel silenced in their grief and defective for not being able to
cope with the event and ‘just get on with it’. Through the
eyes of both women and men who have experienced
miscarriage first hand, this book not only offers empathy,
hope and healing, but it challenges prevailing societal
attitudes and practices, asking us all to talk about this topic
more openly and offer greater support for women who have
had a miscarriage. https://www.facebook.com/Littlebiglove.co
m.auhttp://www.littlebiglove.com.au/

Little Big Bully
Montana's Vacation is a true story about a famous black
Labrador Retriever who graduated from Southeastern Guide
Dog School and is taking his companion on a cruising
vacation in the Caribbean. At school he was taught intelligent
disobedience, and he thinks that ocean waves are a danger
to his companion. On a visit to Half Moon Cay she is going to
take him wadding in the surf, so he can have fun playing in
the water. Have you ever seen a 90 pound black Labrador
through himself at a 120 pound woman to keep her out of the
water? She spent more time laying on the sand than walking.
He did his job and no wave touched her. On this cruise
Montana has received a pin and been inducted as a Holland
American Line Mariner. Montana believes that he can
communicate with his companion with his mind by staring into
her eyes. After reading his story it is easy to think that he may
have telepathic ability. According to him he has been sailing
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on working vacations for over 35 years, but in people years
this is his forth cruise.

The Rise of Little Big Norway
Little Big Fish
Little Big Books
Since the shocking news first broke in 1876 of the Seventh
Cavalry’s disastrous defeat at the Little Big Horn, fascination
with the battle—and with Lieutenant George Armstrong
Custer—has never ceased. Widespread interest in the subject
has spawned a vast outpouring of literature, which only
increases with time. This two-volume bibliography of Custer
literature is the first to be published in some twenty-five years
and the most complete ever assembled. Drawing on years of
research, Michael O’Keefe has compiled entries for roughly
3,000 books and 7,000 articles and pamphlets. Covering both
nonfiction and fiction (but not juvenile literature), the
bibliography focuses on events beginning with Custer’s
tenure at West Point during the 1850s and ending with the
massacre at Wounded Knee in 1890. Included within this
span are Custer’s experiences in the Civil War and in Texas,
the 1873 Yellowstone and 1874 Black Hills expeditions, the
Great Sioux War of 1876–77, and the Seventh Cavalry’s
pursuit of the Nez Perces in 1877. The literature on Custer,
the Battle of the Little Big Horn, and the Seventh Cavalry
touches the entire American saga of exploration, conflict, and
settlement in the West, including virtually all Plains Indian
tribes, the frontier army, railroading, mining, and trading.
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Hence this bibliography will be a valuable resource for a
broad audience of historians, librarians, collectors, and Custer
enthusiasts.

The Little Big Town
"Poet, artist, filmmaker, and curator Heid E. Erdrich explores
the indigenous experience in multifaceted ways-personal,
familial, biological, cultural. These poems, written from the
perspective of an Ojibwe woman, reveal what sustained
harassment does to people, especially to women, children,
and Native and Indigenous people, how it can lead to the
oppression of others and even ourselves, and how
experiencing misogyny and sexual abuse can make a person
vulnerable to future abuse"--

Deliverance from the Little Big Horn
A ledger book of drawings by Lakota Sioux warriors found in
1876 on the Little Bighorn battlefield offers a rare first-person
Native American record of events that likely occurred in
1866âe"1868 during Red Cloudâe(tm)s War. This color
facsimile edition uncovers the origins, ownership, and cultural
and historical significance of this unique artifact.

The Story of the Little Big Horn
Little Big Men is a study of competitive bodybuilders on the
West Coast that examines the subculture from the
perspective of bodybuilders’ everyday activities. It offers
fascinating descriptions and insightful analogies of an
important and understudied subculture that has risen to
widespread popularity in today’s mass culture. Alan Klein
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conducted his field study of bodybuilding in some of the
world’s best-known gyms. In studying the social and political
relations of bodybuilding competitors, Klein explores not only
gym dynamics but also the internal and external pressures
bodybuilders face. Central to his examination is the critique of
masculinity. Through his study of “hustling” among
bodybuilders, Klein is able to construct a social-psychological
male configuration that includes narcissism, homophobia,
hypermasculinity, and fascism. Because they exist as
exaggerations, these bodybuilder traits come to represent
one end of the continuum of modern masculinity, what Klein
terms comic-book masculinity. This study is a rare foray into
the critique of contemporary American macho.

The Little Big Book for Dads
"The Rise of Little Big Norway" explores the unlikely rise of
Norway from peripherality to today’s global steward with an
enviable work-life balance, influential oil fund and Arctic frontrow seat. Drawing on wide-ranging source material, John
Ross’s original approach combines astute observation,
thoughtful analysis and a flowing essay style, leavened with
the comparative insight that only a seasoned observer of the
region can bring. The book examines the settings, histories
and niche elements that lend Norway its distinctiveness and
differentiate it from its Nordic neighbors. It gives special
attention to the northern and Arctic dimensions of Norwegian
life and elaborates a connecting thematic thread, the mobility
that once took Vikings across the Atlantic in open boats and
makes today’s Norwegians the most-traveled people on the
planet. The result is a carefully crafted general study of
Norway, a country long overlooked in favor of its Nordic
neighbors but now a quiet force in its own right and a
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touchstone for twenty-first century issues ranging from
identity politics to the Arctic melt. This book fills a major gap
in the literature on Norway and the Nordic region.

Wounded Knee Memorial and Historic Site; Little
Big Horn National Monument Battlefield
Featuring the work of the best up-and-comming illustrators
and creators of picture books for children, Little Big Books is a
captivating showcase of what is state-of-the-art in today's
children's books. Despite, or because of, the ubiquity of
televisions and computers, picture books have remained
popular with kids and parents. These books have also not lost
their appeal for illustrators and publishing houses - not least
because a hit chrldren's book can serve as the lucrative basis
for TV programs, video games, toys, or other merchandising.
In addition to its presentation of cutting-edge visuals from
around the world. Little Big Books offers insightful texts for
those who hope to create or market visual content for
children. These include interviews with experts about the
educational aspects, make-up, and psychology of children's
picture books as well as the significiance of children's book
awards and practical advice on publishing rights and
licensing. Little Big Books is rounded out with an introduction
that puts current work into the historical context of classic
books by the genre's seminal pioneers.

Little Big People
In this book, Hofling turns his attention to the psychological
context in which Custer operated in order to understand the
decisions which produced his final disaster.
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The Strategy of Defeat at the Little Big Horn
Filled with fairy tales, poetry, nursery rhymes, songs, stories,
activities, finger games, and recipes, this treasury is
illustrated throughout by such artists as Jessie Willcox Smith,
Kate Greenaway, and Ida Waugh. 250 illustrations, 100 in
color.

Custer, the Seventh Cavalry, and the Little Big
Horn
Participants in the Battle of the Little Big Horn
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